I am quoted in the Fox submission as saying that the popular press campaign against Corbyn and McDonnell in the 2017 general election failed, revealing the demise of tabloid influence. This representation of my views is plucked from two sentences in a short letter to the *Guardian*,(1) and is presented as suggesting that old plurality concerns should be discounted.

This extrapolation misrepresents my views. Perhaps I can be allowed to say what my views – and the evidence for them – are:

The high-intensity Conservative press campaign against the Labour Party in the 2016 general election failed in the sense that Labour gained a substantial increase of the vote. This failure clearly had something to do with the press’s falling sales, low credibility and shrinking youth audience. However, the academic evidence suggests that the influence of the press in general elections ever since 1959 (when TV became dominant) has been modest, and difficult to demonstrate conclusively.(2) What happened in 2017 was not new.

**Nature of Public Influence**

However, this is not to suggest that the influence of the press is negligible or has disappeared. Measuring the impact of the popular press *over four weeks* of a general election campaign is an inadequate basis for gauging its influence. The press influences the public primarily through shaping news agendas and perceptions of society, which over time can modify political attitudes and voting behaviour. This influence is greatest when it activates latent views or taps into pre-existing resentments.(3) But the key point is that press influence is generally cumulative rather than instant.

An example of the press’s cumulative influence is the impact of its campaign against ‘skivers’ during 2010-2014. A torrent of newspaper articles conveyed the impression that the majority of the population – still suffering the consequences of the 2008 crash – were supporting a large, workshy underclass. The press campaign contributed to widespread misperceptions. In 2012, the public thought that the share of the welfare budget going on unemployment benefit was 41% whereas it was actually 4%.(4) Respondents thought that, on average, 27% of benefit claims were fraudulent, whereas the official estimate was 1%.(5) Respondents also estimated, on average, that 50% of new jobseekers were still signing on one year later:(6) the true figure in 2011 was 10%.(7)

These misperceptions increased animosity towards the poor. In 2013, 54% said that the unemployed could find work if they really tried, compared with 27% who held the same view in 1993.(8) In 2014, 52% thought that benefits for the unemployed were too high and discouraged them from working - much higher than the 30% who agreed with this in 1995.(9) This shift of perception encouraged a more critical attitude towards spending on
the poor. Agreement with spending more on welfare benefits fell from 61% in 1989 to 30% in 2014.(10)

Other examples of the continuing popular influence of the press – as well as the limits of this influence – are provided in the 8th edition of J. Curran and J. Seaton, *Power Without Responsibility* (Routledge, May 2018).[An advanced copy can be sent]

**Inter-Media and Elite Influence**

There are two other ways in which the press matter, in addition to influencing directly the public. Research indicates that the press can influence the way television reports the news.(11)

The press also influences senior politicians. Recent political leaders have devoted large amounts of time and energy to courting the press, and have made some accommodations to secure or retain press support.(12) The Leveson Report was especially illuminating in shining a light on the incestuous relationship between senior politicians and journalists. Tony Blair himself admitted that ‘we paid inordinate attention in the early days of New Labour in courting, assuaging and persuading the media’. (13) David Cameron declared dismissively that No 10 felt ‘too much like a newsroom’, when he moved in as Prime Minister.(14) But despite this implied criticism, not much changed. In the first fourteen months of the Cameron government, twenty cabinet ministers met senior Murdoch executives 130 times.(15)

As long ago as 2006, Rupert Murdoch claimed that the internet was dimming his influence and that of ‘the old elite in our industry’. (16) Neither senior politicians nor Murdoch executives functioned as if they believed this.

**Complexity of net and social media influence**

A standard, self-serving line is that the internet and social media have superseded old media. Old plurality concerns should be therefore heavily discounted.

This disregards important facts. Legacy news organisations – established newspaper and TV organisations – dominate the most visited news websites in Britain.(17) Their strategy of giving away content free (with some exceptions) has successfully weakened competition.
Indeed, the rise of the internet has enabled old media organisations to extend their reach through colonising an important of cyberspace: news websites.

The rise of Google also needs to be put into perspective. It provides an unprecedented access to a vast cornucopia of information. But when it comes to public affairs, traditional news media are prominent on Google’s first page – and people tend not to read after the first page.(18) [As a simple checking exercise look at any current issue, and see what – in addition to Wikipedia – gets prominence on Google listing].

The rise of social media is ambiguous. In general, social media – most notably Facebook – are used more for social than political purposes in Britain.(19) This changes at election time when the political significance of SNS increases. But this is an intermittent form of political influence. Furthermore, legacy media are now prominent as news feeds on Facebook. So, to view SNS as a new sun that has eclipsed legacy media is vastly simplistic.

Conclusion

In this submission, I have merely sought to rebut Fox’s misleading account of my views. Put simply, traditional news media still matter – and their ownership still matters.
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